Press release May 14, 2020

Sensys Gatso has implemented its Low Emission
Zone software solution in the city of Amsterdam
Sensys Gatso Group, a global leader in traffic safety solutions, through its subsidiary Sensys Gatso
Netherlands, has received final acceptance from its customer, the City of Amsterdam, for the
implementation of PULS, used for the automated enforcement of Amsterdam’s Low Emission Zone. The
signing of this SEK 6 million contract was announced in our press release of November 28, 2018.
Amsterdam’s objective is to integrate Low Emission Zone enforcement, real time traffic information and a traffic
survey system into one future proof platform that can easily be modified according to (political) changes, needs
and new regulations. Amsterdam has chosen Sensys Gatso’s PULS platform which is at the core of the solution
and which will enable the City of Amsterdam to enforce their policies.
Sensys Gatso has connected third party camera installations, positioned at strategic points and all roads that
give access to the city center. Our PULS analytics platform uses these cameras to categorize and verify all
incoming traffic real time. Access restrictions on vehicles with polluting old diesel engines, old mopeds and
scooters, taxi’s, touring cars and other configurations are enforced automatically.
Clear policies and strict but fair enforcement lead to better public acceptance and the desired results. With the
ANPR engine that is providing high detection rates and an error rate less than 0,02%, the first positive results
have already been achieved.
Martin Aikema, Business Development Manager comments: "We are excited to further contribute to a
sustainable and clean environment in the City of Amsterdam. PULS will dramatically improve the efficiency of
surveys and enforcement to help the city meet the air quality guideline levels set by the WHO for 2030”.
#drivesafe #staysafe #corona #covid19 #makingtrafficsafer
are the messages being sent out by Sensys Gatso on social media.
For further information:
Ivo Mönnink, CEO
Sensys Gatso Group AB
E investors@sensysgatso.com

The information was submitted for publication, through the agency of the contact person, at 15.35 on May 14, 2020.

Sensys Gatso Group AB is a global leader in traffic management solutions for nations, cities and fleet owners. Sensys Gatso Group has subsidiaries in
Australia, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden and the USA, and a branch office in the United Arab Emirates. The Sensys Gatso Group’s shares are listed on
Nasdaq Stockholm and has 252 employees.
For further information, visit www.sensysgatso.com
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